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2. Education in Poland is divided into: primary, lower 

secondary , upper secondary or vocational, advanced 

studies and higher education. Compulsory education in 

Poland lasts for 12 years; from 6 to 18. 

 

1. The education of  Polish society was a goal of  

rulers as early as the 12th century, and Poland soon 

became one of  the most educated countries in 

Europe. 
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A child aged 3 to 5 may receive pre-school education, which is not compulsory, but all six  

year-old children attend either kindergartens (przedszkole) or pre-school classes (oddziały  

przedszkolne) organized in primary schools. 
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Education in primary schools is divided into two stages:  

the first stage (grades 1 to 3) offering elementary – integrated learning and the second stage (grades 4 to 6) at 
which subject teaching is provided.  At the end of  6th grade when the students are 13, they take a compulsory 

exam that will determine to which lower secondary school (gimnazjum, pronounced gheem-nah-sium) (Middle 

School/Junior High) they will be accepted. 
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They will attend this school for three years. They then take another compulsory exam to 
determine the upper secondary level school they will attend.  
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They will attend this school for three years. They then take another compulsory exam to determine the upper secondary level 
school they will attend.  There are several alternatives from then on, the most common being the three years in a liceum or four 

years in a technikum. Both end with a maturity examination – matura. There are several forms of upper education, leading to 

Bachelor: licencjat or inżynier (the Polish Bologna Process first cycle qualification), Master: magister (the Polish Bologna 

Process second cycle qualification) and eventually PhD: doktor (the Polish Bologna Process third cycle qualification). The 

system of education in Poland allows for 22 years of continuous, uninterrupted schooling. 

  

 



The responsibility for the administration of  public kindergartens, primary schools and gymnasia has been 

delegated to local authorities (gminy). It has become the statutory responsibility of  powiaty (districts) to 

administer upper secondary schools, artistic and special schools. The regions (województwa) have  

a co-ordinating function, supervising the implementation of  the Ministry’s policy and being responsible for 

pedagogical supervision. 

Minister of Science and Higher Education: 

Barbara  Kudrycka 
Minister of  National Education: 

 Hanna Szumilas 

 

The Ministry of National Education is responsible for nearly the whole system of education,  

with the exception of higher education which is under the supervision of the Minister of Science and Higher Education. The 

reform of the State administration system and the education reform assume that only the national educational policy will be 

developed and carried out centrally, while the administration of education and the running of schools, pre-school institutions 

are decentralised 



        

Bialystok 

Bialystok, with a population of  almost 300,000 people, ranks among the larger Polish cities. 

 As the capital of  the Podlachia province, Bialystok is in fact the main industrial centre of  

north-eastern Poland and an important academic city. 
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 The roots of our school go back to 1999 (before that time it was a primary school).  

        On 21st April 2001,  it was officially given the name of the Polish II Corps. 
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school history 

 The roots of our school go back to 1999 (before that time it was a primary school).  

        On 21st April 2001,  it was officially given the name of the Polish II Corps. 

school’s patron 

Polish II Corps , 1943–1947, was a major unit of the Polish Armed Forces in the West during World War II. It was commanded by 
Lieutenant General Władysław Anders. During 1944-1945 the Corps fought with distinction in the Italian campaign, most notably 
during the fourth and final Battle of Monte Cassino, the Battle of Ancona and the Battle of Bologna during the Allies’ final offensive 
in Italy in March 1945. During the Italian Campaign the Polish II Corps lost 11,379 men. 

General Anders, 
                                                                                                                             

CO of  the Polish II Corps in Italy 
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A Polish soldier plays the Hejnał  Mariacki  in the Monte Cassino 

 monastery ruins. 



        

school staff  

Board of  directors: principal - Alfred Komar, assistant principal - Agnieszka Roszkowska, 51 teachers,  Comenius 

team members: Bożena Teleszewska, Iwona Gawryluk, Karolina Wyrzykowska, Katarzyna Żukowska-Suchocka, 

Monika Markowska, Robert Królik, Piotr Śliżewski, Monika Łukianiuk, Monika Szmurło, Bożena Stepaniuk,  Anna 

Aparcio Peralta,  Kety Kołomyjska. 
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There are 561 students aged 13-16. In 2010 our school, among fourteen others from the region, obtained a 

prestiguous title of  „The  successful school”.  The students of  our school are winners of  various competitions in the 

city, region and country. They are awarded with presidential grants and scholarships. The student council helps 

share students’ ideas, interests, and concerns with teachers and school principals. 
        

students  

Compulsory educational activities include: POLISH LANGUAGE, HISTORY,  CIVIC EDUCATION, MODERN FOREIGN 

LANGUAGES (ENGLISH, RUSSIAN, GERMAN, SPANISH, FRENCH), MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY,  

BIOLOGY, GEOGRAPHY, FINE ART, TECHNOLOGY, COMPUTER STUDIES, PHYSICAL EDUCATION,  LESSON WITH 

CLASS TUTOR, RELIGION /ETHICS, CIVIC DEFENCE and FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION. 
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after-school clubs 

        

There is a variety of after-school clubs: CHARITY CLUB meets every week  to plan and oraganise charitable events, GAME SALOON  
organises weekly meetings with numerous board games, SPORT CLUBS – offering extra uni-hockey and volleyball trainings. SCHOOL 
CHOIR,  ART CLUB, POETRY CLUB and DRAMMA CLUB. There is also a JOURNALIST CLUB awarded with local and national titles. There 
are also extra classes for the students with special needs. 



events 

        

 There are various local and regional events at the school: European Day, Students Council Debate 

(regional), March of  Living Memory of  Polish Sybiraks (street march, regional), Talent Show , 

Reality History Lesson, meeting celebrities,  school plays,  Sports Day,  Reciting Competition and 

many more. 
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 School trips and outings are a common way of learning through experiencing. Our 
students have been all over Poland and abroad. Visits to museums, opera house, theatre 
or  cinema are also popular. 
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